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Premier Solutions Adds to Executive Team
Niche Hospitality Recruiter Leverages Experience with Industry Needs
(Oklahoma City, OK – November 22, 2010) – Premier Solutions announced today the promotion of
Brian Bruce to Vice President at their corporate headquarters located at 5623 N. Western, Suite B
in Oklahoma City.
Established in 2000, Premier Solutions is a full-service executive recruiting firm specializing in
restaurant and hospitality management throughout the United States. Premier Solutions’
proprietary and highly-personal screening methodology seeks and recruits individuals for executive,
operations and support personnel management positions designated for the Quick Service
Restaurants (QSR), fast casual, family casual, and fine dining segments of the industry, including
hotels, casinos, bars and entertainment venues.
Brian Bruce attended the University of Oklahoma and joined Premier Solutions in 2007 as a
Restaurant Recruiter with over 23 years of experience in restaurant operations. He currently hosts
a website and blog at www.HeadHunterBrian.com geared at providing resources and advice for
restaurant and service management teams and candidates. He has also authored several industryrelated articles published both online and in a variety of restaurant and business-to-business
publications.
“I’m extremely excited about my new role, and the opportunity to work with the top restaurant
brands across the country,” stated Bruce. “As Premier Solutions continues to experience
tremendous growth, this will be a critical role that brings focus and strategy to our national
presence and overall expansion. I’m looking forward to increasing our visibility and establishing the
reputation of excellence and service for each of our clients throughout the country.”
Along with Bruce’s promotion, Premier is slated to enhance their niche portfolio of services to
include executive coaching, career development and management-focused curricula. The goal is
increasing placement of top executive recruits with leading restaurant groups in a minimal timeframe. Ultimately a reduced vacancy turnaround time leads to money saving operations for their
clients.
“When you combine Brian’s experience and leadership ability, with his passion for the industry, it
positions Premier Solutions with a competitive edge that’s simply unmatched,” said Bill Franz,
President of Premier Solutions. “His promotion is a terrific example of the growth needed to
becoming the leading hospitality recruiter in the country. We think our clients will be thrilled and
we’re eager to show them the Premier difference.”
For more information on Premier Solutions, contact Bill Franz at 405.948.4050 or visit
www.premiersolutionsinc.net.
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